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I have been farming in the Plainview area for 40 years on my
own. I went to college then came back to the family farm that
I grew up on. My dad moved from Vernon, TX up here to
the plains in the late 40s. That was when the big part of this
area was starting to be irrigated and that’s what brought him
out here. He wanted to grow cotton and he was learning to
irrigate. My grandparents grew up in the Vernon area where
they had been growing cotton for generations.

The biggest changes I have seen in my lifetime when it comes to cotton is how it’s
harvested. Harvest when I was growing up was all done by hand. People would be
out in the field picking cotton by hand and picking it out of the bolls. After that they
started coming out with ways to mechanically harvest it. I can remember we used to
harvest it and put it in a trailer. We had a stripper mounted on an open tractor and
it would strip the cotton off the plant then blow it back into a trailer where someone
would constantly tromp it down. Then we went from pulling a trailer behind the
tractor to having a basket on top of the stripper tractor that would dump all at once
for someone to tromp it down. In the 80s we bought a module builder. We went
from tromping it in a trailer to making a module, which was a white square that you
would have to tarp down to keep safe from the elements. There is anywhere between
9 and 13 round modules of cotton in each square module. That was a big invention
and improvement over the trailers. What happened from that point on was there was
a gin about every 5-10 miles when all the producers had trailers because that was
about as far as the tires would last. These square modules made everything more efficient because then there were trucks that could haul the modules 20-30 miles instead
of the 5-10 miles that the farmer could haul. Now we have stripper balers that can
strip the cotton, roll it into a bale, and wrap the bale all at the same time. Before these
balers it would take 4-5 employees to strip cotton and get it into a square module. We
would have one person stripping, a couple ball buggies, and a couple module builders, because everything with the stripper just kept getting faster and we would have
to add more equipment to keep the module builders going. The stripper baler that
we own now can be run by one highly skilled harvester allowing us to get more work
done faster with fewer employees.
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I started my career in the co-op industry and have
worked various positions for over 40 years. I grew
up around the cotton industry and am now a third
generation Co-op Cotton Gin Manager. There is a
lot of competition between Cotton Gins in our area.
I believe the thing that sets Ag Producers Co-op
and Skyland Grain apart would be the grades our
Dennis Flowers
ginned cotton receives. We are also able to get the
EVP- Cotton
cotton ginned in a timely manner, reducing the
amount of time the producers must wait between
harvest and the sale of their cotton.
Cotton in a co-op is very different from grain, in the fact that the Co-op
never owns the cotton it’s ginning. We are in business to process the
grower’s cotton for them. Although we never own the cotton, we do
offer our producers help on the marketing side. We have producers
that market cotton in multiple different ways. There are pools that
people sign into where cotton is all put into a pool and one person
manages it and sells it together. We have some producers who want
to do contracts and handle their own marketing so we can help them
get in touch with merchants. We also have producers who don’t
want to do anything until the cotton is harvested and ginned then
we will work with them to go out and find the best price and options
for them. We work with a lot of different merchants in order to help
our producers get their cotton sold for the best price. One thing that
is unique about cotton is every bale stands on its own. Every bale is
sampled at the Gin and sent to the USDA where it is graded based on
lots of different factors.
One thing that we do in cotton that is really interesting, is everything
that comes in with the raw cotton is marketable. The burrs or trash that
is taken out during the ginning process we sell primarily to the cattle
industry and dairies in particular. When we clean the lint in the Gin
there are little, short fibers that we clean off it called Motes and those
get sold as well. Finally, the seeds that are taken out of the lint also get
sold either to a cotton seed oil factory or dairies for food since they are
high in protein.
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Spearman Gin
The Spearman Gin was built in 2019 and is the largest of the three Gins. It has a capacity of about 80
bales per hour. On a typical day this Gin will process 1500-1600 bales. Spearman is unique to most
other Gins, because of the state-of-the-art equipment and the way that equipment is configured
within the Gin. We didn’t set out to build the biggest Gin in the world, we set out to build the best
Gin. I used my experience ginning cotton over the last 40 years to lay out the equipment in a different
configuration, and to use the best equipment and a unique drying system in order to Gin cotton at a
reasonable speed while ginning the highest quality product for our producers. This is shown by the
superior cotton grade quality that the Spearman Gin produces.
When I came to Ag Producers Co-op in 2016 the prior year, they had ginned a total of approximately
20,000 bales. My first ginning season we ginned approximately 100,000 bales. When 2017 came along
we were continuing to grow but we only had the Plainview and Olton Gins at that time. It became
obvious that season that we had outgrown the ginning capacity of Olton and Plainview and talks
began about a new Gin. In December of 2017 the APC board voted to expand and build the Spearman
Gin. We picked the Spearman area, because it gave us access to Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas. In the
Fall of 2018 we broke ground, and the Gin was completed by the 2019 ginning season. We ginned
over 100,000 bales in 2019 at the Spearman location alone. There was a short crop around Spearman
that year which gave us a reason to reach out farther and start building relationships with producers
in the Kansas and Oklahoma areas. Last year, in 2020, we ginned a total of 182,000 bales at the
Spearman Gin. The Gin Manager at Spearman, Scott Sonnenberg, has done a tremendous job building
the customer base in all three states.
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Built in 1999, the Olton Gin has a capacity of about 60 bales per hour. We have made a lot of
improvements since 2016, primarily on the cleaning and drying of the cotton. We have put in a
lot of extra cylinder cleaning to help with leaf grades, as well as replacing the stick machines to
make them more modern. The Olton Gin will bring in cotton from about a 60-mile radius. The
Gin Manager at Olton, Chris Williams, and his family have been ginning at the Olton Gin for
multiple generations. Chris has been at this Gin his whole life.
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Our Plainview Gin is the smallest Gin of the three, it has a capacity of about 45 bales per hour.
Plainview is a very modern Gin, there have been a lot of upgrades made. When I came on board in
2016 this Gin had been dormant for a couple of years and needed those upgrades. The Gin Manager
at Plainview, Glen Ivins, came on board during these renovations. He and his family have been
ginning cotton for several generations. We’ve made even more improvements since then, such
as adding lint cleaners that weren’t there before. We’ve replaced the drying system with a more
efficient system as well. Since the Olton and Plainview Gins are so close, Plainview will pull cotton
from a 40–50-mile radius.

